INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to relate the data on potassium movement through brain tissue to the predictions of some simple models of the tissue. This provides a framework for the quantitative interpretation of data obtained in the preceding two papers (Gardner-Medwin, 1983 ; Gardner-Medwin & Nicholson, 1983) . Using numerical A. R. GARDNER-MEDWIN methods, with a single fairly simple model, it is possible to predict the size and the time course of three different types of data obtained in these papers: measurements of the potassium flux across the tissue surface associated with current flow (Gardner- Medwin, 1983) , measurements of the extracellular concentration changes associated with current flow (Gardner-Medwin & Nicholson, 1983) and measurements of the extracellular voltage changes associated with K+ flux (Gardner-Medwin, 1983) .
The substantial agreement between the data and these calculations suggests that the various phenomena may result from the same mechanism and that it is not necessary to postulate additional processes to account for the results. This strengthens the conclusions that have already been drawn from simpler arguments within these two papers. These conclusions are that the principal means by which potassium (K+) moves through vertebrate brain tissue from one region of extracellular space to another is through cells rather than through the extracellular space directly. This applies both to movement in a K+ concentration gradient and to movement in a voltage gradient, when these gradients extend for distances of several hundred microns.
These conclusions go against the interpretations suggested for other data, particularly the suggestions made by Fisher, Pedley & Prince (1976) and Lux & Neher (1973) for their experiments. The theoretical analysis in this paper can be used to examine these other experiments and to consider the extent to which the different data really entail different conclusions. This discussion highlights some of the questions that remain to be answered about K+ dynamics in brain tissue.
The importance of K+ dynamics in neural tissue is described in the Introduction to an accompanying paper (Gardner-Medwin, 1983) and, for example, by Varon & Somjen (1979) . One of the major questions is whether there are mechanisms within the brain that specifically limit the build-up of K+ around active neurones. The analysis in this present paper indicates to what extent and under what conditions the postulated mechanisms would limit the increases ofextracellular K+ concentration with different patterns of release. There are at present no straightforward ways of turning on and off the mechanisms for K+ uptake into cells and K+ dispersal in an experiment, to determine their effect, but once we can estimate their parameters we can calculate what the effect of such hypothetical experiments would be.
Some of the conclusions from this analysis have been published in preliminary form (Gardner-Medwin, 1980 (Gardner-Medwin, 1983) . The movement of ions in the extracellular space under the influence of concentration and electrical gradients obeys the Nernst-Planck equation (eqn (17) ), as in a simple aqueous solution. For this and other electrochemical theory the reader should refer to a standard text (e.g. Bockris & Reddy, 1970) .
(ii) The relation between extracellular K+ concentration and tissue K content. It is known that a rise in [K+] O results in net uptake of K+ into cytoplasm in at least some tissues (Boyle & Conway, 1941; Lund-Andersen & Hertz, 1970) . The time course for equilibration of such uptake into cells in brain tissue is uncertain but is probably rapid (a few seconds) because of the high surface to volume ratio of neurites and glia (Gardner-Medwin, 1980 (1970, Fig. 3) gives 6 in the range 1-0-1 4, while the classic work of Boyle & Conway (1941) on frog muscle gives 6 ca. 0-8. In frog muscle the K+ uptake was shown by Boyle & Conway to be the same whether it was produced by K/Na substitution in extracellular space (when there was cell swelling) or by KCl addition (when cell volume remained approximately constant and cytoplasmic K+ concentration was raised). A constant value = 1 0 is assumed here for brain tissue.
(iii) The cells that aid K+ transfer between regions of extracellular space. These cells embody the simplest properties required for the transfer of extracellular K+ by the spatial buffer mechanism (Orkand, Nicholls & Kuffler, 1966) . The simplifying assumption is made that all the cells that contribute to such transfer have the same electrical parameters and purely K+-selective membranes. They are referred to here as transfer cells. Their properties make them resemble glial cells rather more than neurones. In total they need only occupy a small fraction ofthe tissue volume: enough for their cytoplasm to carry about 6 % of an electric current through the tissue. In line with the assumption that all the K+ transfer cells can be lumped together, the fraction of tissue current through other cell types is assumed negligible (Fig. 1) (Goldman, 1943) . This is an essentially arbitrary choice, in the absence of specific information about the [K+] . dependence of membrane conductance for central neurones and glia.
The cytoplasm of adjacent transfer cells is assumed to be coupled in a syncytial manner, allowing passage of current (Fig. 1 A) . The total current flowing through the Trtoplasm of transfer cells per unit area of tissue is related to the average gradient of intracellular voltage along the direction of current by a simple resistivity parameter (ri). This parameter is made up of components due to (a) the resistivity and tortuosity of the cytoplasm and (b) the resistance of junctions between the cells, as discussed by Somjen (1973) . The postulate that the transfer cells form a syncytium is not strictly necessary. Independent transfer cells with processes that overlap with their neighbours by distances much greater than their electrical space constants would behave in essentially the same way. Any component of current passing long distances through a succession of such cells, through cytoplasm and across membranes in the overlapping zones, would encounter the largest electrical resistance in the cytoplasm and would have no net effect on the ionic composition of the extracellular space within each overlap zone. A syncytium is assumed (Fig. 1 A) , simply because it is easier to envisage and discuss.
The K+ concentration within the transfer cells is assumed to be constant. Changes of the total K+ content of the transfer cells cannot occur since their membranes do not pass other ions to maintain electroneutrality. Thus it is other cell types in the tissue that contribute the substantial cytoplasmic component of the total K+ distribution space ((ii), above). Current flow across the transfer cell membranes will not cause intracellular build-up or depletion of K+ if both the membrane current and the cytoplasmic current are carried entirely by K+ ions. This assumption is probably approximately correct for vertebrate glial cells (Somjen, 1975 (Somjen, , 1979 and represents the simplest form of spatial buffer action that can be included in a model. Spatial buffering may also occur in situations where significant intracellular concentration changes occur in the transfer cells, where these do not have high internal [K+] (Gardner-Medwin, Coles & Tsacopoulos, 1981) .
(iv) Water movements between compartments of the tissue. The fluxes of ions between different compartments of the tissue can result in water movements. This, in turn, may affect ion concentrations through changes ofthe compartment volumes (GardnerMedwin, 1980) . Potassium represents only ca. 1 % of the osmotic constituents of extracellular fluid however, so disturbances affecting [K+] . directly are associated with proportionately much smaller changes of osmolarity. Such effects are ignored in this simplified analysis, though it must be recognized that in some extreme conditions the concentrations of all extracellular ions may be significantly affected by water movements (Dietzel, Heinemann, Hofmeier & Lux, 1980) . The lack of significant extracellular volume changes during current passage experiments is borne out by the failure to observe significant changes of [Ca2+]0 (Gardner-Medwin & Nicholson, 1983) .
(v) Exchange of K+ with the blood. In vertebrate brain the ionic permeability of cerebral capillaries is extremely low and consequently it is unlikely that significant effects on concentration within brain tissue due to capillary exchange can be seen 397 A. R. GARDNER-MEDWIN in times less than many tens of minutes (Gardner-Medwin, 1980 Gardner-Medwin (1983) and Gardner-Medwin & Nicholson (1983) since voltage profiles during current passage would have revealed an appreciable jump in voltage across the surface with less than a tenth of this resistance. Fisher et al. (1976) have suggested that there was a barrier for K+ diffusion into cat cortex in their experiments. Again, the arachnoid membrane is unlikely to have been intact in these experiments since the suggested barrier is not discretely localized at the surface: an explanation of the apparent barrier as due simply to operation of the spatial buffer mechanism is more likely (pp. 411-412) . The assumption that there is no significant extracellular barrier at the pial or ependymal surfaces is consistent with the data of Levin, Fenstermacher & Patlak (1970) for diffusion of extracellular markers from the cerebrospinal fluid into brain tissue.
(vii) Geometrical simplifications. The experimental data with current flow across the brain surface and with changes of fluid composition at the brain surface are both compared to one-dimensional solutions of the equations derived below. This comparison would be wholly valid if the cortical surface were entirely flat and uniformly affected by the experimental procedures. In fact it is convex within the area of the experimental cups and will be somewhat differently affected towards the edge of a cup. Errors due to this one-dimensional assumption should be small so long as the results refer only to depths that are much less than the cup diameter (5 mm for the rat neorcortex, 3 mm for the cerebellum). This is normally the case.
Data from experiments with ionophoretic release of K+ are compared with three-dimensional spherically symmetrical solutions of the equations (p. 404) . In order to simplify the nomenclature, the equations are derived for one-dimensional situations (pp. [400] [401] [402] [403] Jack, Noble & Tsien, 1975 (10) This expression is later substituted into eqn (9). It is also convenient to substitute an expression for the membrane permeability (P) as a function of the resting specific membrane resistance (Rm), which is the parameter used in the definitions of r and A. To obtain the resting conductance we can differentiate eqn. (9) with respect to Vm and substitute the resting conditions (Vm = V1; C = CB):
(12) Substituting eqns. (10) and (12) This expression for im is substituted in eqn (6) to give the full cable equation:
A linear approximation to eqn. (14) Equation (14) or (15) In practice the time constant of the membranes (T) is so short (a few msec at most) and in the situations of interest the changes of c are so slow (1i1 < IhAC/T) that the membrane always reaches a pseudo-stationary state indistinguishable from that for which rem = 0. The distributions of currents and voltages are the same at every instant as they would be if the prevailing distribution of c were in fact steady. In the numerical calculations the changes of c are obtained with equations derived below and Vm is then calculated after each step by integration of eqn. (14) or (15) ca. 0-2 and 2-5 respectively (Nicholson et al. 1979; Nicholson & Phillips, 1981) .
In a situation with no gradient of [K+] (14)), it reduces to a linear approximation when the deviations from resting conditions are small:
Numerical 8olutionS Equations (14) and (21) (or their linearized equivalents, eqns. (15) and (22)) were solved simultaneously by Euler's method with the required initial and boundary conditions (see below). The intervals for spatial and temporal integration were in most cases 0-2A, 0-01r and 0-01T or 0IA, 0-002r and 0-0005T. Equation (14), governing the membrane potentials, was integrated to a steady-state solution between each of the steps used for eqn. (21), governing the changes of concentration. Relatively short time intervals (At/i, At/T < (Ax/A)2) were required in eqn. (14) for convergence and in eqn. (21) (14)). Checks were therefore made with critical results to see that halving the temporal and spatial intervals did not visibly alter the theoretical curves on scales appropriate for comparison with experimental data. Curves with ft = 0 (simple diffusion: p. 405) were also compared with standard solutions. The curves are plotted through points centred on the spatial segments used in the calculations.
Some generality of the solutions was obtained by expressing the equations in terms of time in units ofTand distance in units of A, and subsequently scaling the results. With the linear equations (15) and (22) ( 24) There is only one tissue parameter (/1) in these equations that affects the qualitative form of the solutions, apart from scaling, for any given source distribution or boundary condition. This parameter (fI) is a measure of the flux carried by spatial buffer currents for long maintained gradients in the tissue, relative to that carried by extracellular diffusion. Only when /1 = 0 (no spatial buffering) do there appear to be any useful analytical solutions of these equations, when eqn. (24) reduces to the pure diffusion equation.
The linear equations (15) and (22) or their generalized forms (23) and (24) were employed for all the solutions used in this paper to compare the dynamics of K+ with and without the effect of the transfer cells. The more complex non-linear equations (14) and (21) The one-dimensional analysis in the foregoing sections can be repeated with only slight modifications for situations with radial symmetry, in which the variables in the tissue are the same at all points equidistant from a centre of symmetry and in which the total current radiating from the centre (and not the current density) is the same at all distances. The results of this modified analysis are stated here without derivation.
If IR is the total radial current and x is the distance measured from the centre, Vm" in eqns. (14), (15), (21) and (22) is replaced by (Vm+2x-'Vm'), co in eqns. (21) and (22) replaced by (c'+2x-c') and I in eqn. (21) replaced by IR (4rX2)-1.
The boundary conditions for radial solutions are also modified in a similar manner to take account of the special conditions at the centre of symmetry. The term A2 VmI in eqns. (14) and (I15) 
The cytoplasmic distribution space is (i-a), so if 8 is the effective concentration within that space the uptake is given by:
The assumption of exponential equilibration is represented by the equation:
Substitution of eqn. (27) in eqn. (26) gives:
Equation (28) (21), (22) and (25) (Fig. 1 D) . Within a few space constants (A) of the surface, the current leaves the transfer cells across their membranes. When the current is first turned on, this membrane current and the associated disturbance of membrane potential (depolar- ization, in the case of current flowing out across the tissue surface) fall off exponentially with depth from the surface. This pattern of currents is shown diagrammatically in Fig 1 D, Since the total extracellular current at the tissue surface is greater than it is deep within the tissue (Fig. 1 D) , the gradient of extracellular voltage is not precisely uniform. In order to account for the data from the rat brain (Gardner-Medwin, 1983) only about 6 % of the current need be assumed to flow within the transfer cells deep in the tissue and the slight discrepancy of the graph of the extracellular voltage (VO) against depth (Fig. 2B, continuous line) from the straight line expected with no current through transfer cells (dashed line, Fig. 2 B) is too small to be straightforwardly detectable. The significance of this small current flowing through transfer cells is indicated, however, by the other types of data and effects to be described.
If the pattern of currents shown in Fig. 1 are shown for various times after the onset of current in Fig. 2C (continuous lines).
As time progresses, the concentration change becomes greater, and also more spread out in depth. This progressive change in K+ concentration profile is reflected also in the distribution of membrane potential of the transfer cells ( Fig. 2A) Gardner-Medwin (1983) for rat brain. The dashed lines show calculations plotted on the same scales for 8 = 0, i.e. with extracellular diffusion alone (p. 405). Comparison of the two sets of curves shows the effects of current-mediated K+ flux through the transfer cells. Note that even when ,f = 0 it is possible to plot the depolarization of the transfer cells (Fig. 2 A, (Fig. 2C) . Deep within the tissue the concentration gradients are negligible. The fraction of the total tissue current that passes through cytoplasm in the deep tissue is given by the resistance ratio r0/(r + r0) and in the model represents entirely K+ transfer (p. 397).
The extracellular current (a fraction rj/(rj + r0) of the whole) is only partly due to K+ flux (a fraction nB: the K+ transport number in extracellular fluid). Thus the total K+ transfer deep within the tissue is equivalent to a fraction (nB r1+r0)/(r + r0) of the total tissue current. From the definition of fi) (p. 399) this can be shown by simple algebraic manipulation to be equal to (fi+ 1)nB, or (fi) + 1) times the expected fraction of the current that would be accounted for by K+ flux if only extracellular space were involved. This shows that measurement of the flux of K+ through the tissue could be a straightforward way of measuring fi. It is not possible for technical reasons, however, to measure the K+ flux deep within the tissue directly. The flux across the surface can be measured (Gardner-Medwin, 1983) and with the numerical model the expected surface flux can be calculated (Fig. 3A) . Some of the K+ that is transferred by cytoplasmic current from deep down in the tissue to be released into the extracellular space near the surface (Fig. 1 D) (Fig. 3A) . Fig. 3B shows the cumulative flux across the surface in these calculations, analogous to the results obtained with collection of K+ in a well stirred surface cup (Gardner-Medwin, 1983 
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With spatial buffering (continuous lines, Fig. 4A ) the changes of [K+] . deep in the tissue occur faster because the flux to these regions is greater. Near the surface the K+ concentration is less than with pure diffusion. This is because K+ transport into these regions occurs only across the surface by diffusion while the flux away from them to deeper tissue is augmented by the spatial buffer mechanism (Fig. 1 C) . The flux across the surface (Fig. 4B ) is proportional to the gradient of K+ concentration near the surface, and is greater with spatial buffering than without. The currents associated with the spatial buffer process generate voltage gradients in the extracellular space (Fig. 1 C) . The extracellular voltage relative to deep tissue is shown as a function of time in Fig. 4C alterations of K+ concentration are by K/Na substitution alone (upper limit) or by changes of KCl concentration (lower limit). A -2 = 0-4). Dots: curve expected with diffusion (a -'A-2D = 0-11 Daq) with a surface barrier (h = 0-8 mm-'), as fitted by Fisher et al. (I 1976 (Fenstermacher, Patlak & Blasberg, 1974) . Fig. 7 [K+] . over its base-line value (Q = -u. Ac) and that K+ flux occurs by both diffusion and the spatial buffer mechanism, with the parameters derived for rat brain (/J = 5; A = 0-2 mm). A reasonable fit is obtained with u = 1-3 hr-1 (Fig. 5) (Katzman & Leiderman, 1953 (Nicholson et al. 1979; Dietzel et al. 1980; Nicholson & Phillips, 1981) . The behaviour of potassium has been found to be anomalous (Nicholson et al. 1979) , suggesting that it does not remain even for short times principally in extracellular space. This anomaly was overlooked by Lux & Neher (1973) because they were not using truly extracellular ions for comparison with K+. The data of Lux & Neher (1973) is re-examined here in relation to the present model for K+ dynamics. Fig. 6 shows data replotted from Fig. 2a of Lux & Neher (1973 of assumptions. These represent (i) the behaviour expected for an ion remaining in extracellular space (ft = 0; {/a = 1; a = 0-2; A2 = 2-5), (ii) extracellular diffusion augmented by the spatial buffer mechanism (ft = 5; A = 02 mm), (iii) extracellular diffusion combined with reversible cytoplasmic uptake (I = 1; Teq = 22 see) and (iv) with all mechanisms combined. In the Figures the curves for these various assumptions are labelled respectively e.c., s.b., upt. and s.b. + upt. The parameters for extracellular space are from Nicholson & Phillips (1981) ; those for the spatial buffer mechanism and for 6 are those that fit the data in the accompanying papers (see Discussion). The time constant for cytoplasmic equilibration (req) has been set to roughly the correct order of magnitude (p. 422), which is small enough that smaller or moderately larger values would make practically no difference to the results presented in the present section. Fig. 7 shows results calculated for a steadily maintained source ofdiameter 0-8 mm. The graphs show the concentration rise (Ac) at the centre as a function of time after the start of release, in units of mm for a total release of 1 p-mole sec1. Comparing the upper curve (extracellular diffusion alone) with the continuous line (s.b. + upt.), a reduction of Ac by a factor of about 4 due to the combined buffering action is evident at all times from a few seconds to 1000 sec. The curves for the two buffering mechanisms separately show that the overall reduction is due principally to spatial buffer action for times greater than 75 sec and principally to uptake for the shorter times. At t = 75 sec the reduction achieved by each mechanism on its own is 61 % and in combination 76%.
The percentage reduction of Ac achieved through buffering action at the centre of a release zone is much diminished if the zone is small. With a diameter of 0-08 mm instead of 0-8 mm the reduction at 75 sec is only 19 % due to s.b. action, 8 % due to uptake and 21 % with both mechanisms in combination. In this situation the central rise is largely determined by the characteristics of diffusion. Nevertheless, the buffering mechanisms act to restrict the volume of tissue outside the release zone that is affected by the disturbance. Fig. 8 shows the volume of tissue affected by different levels of concentration rise with and without buffering action, for a range of times after the onset of release and for two different source diameters (0-8 and 0-08 mm). There is always a region of distant tissue in which the spatial buffer mechanism acts to increase rather than to decrease Ac, where the K+ dispersed by spatial buffer action is released into extracellular space. This occurs beyond the range of the results shown in Fig. 8 and is generally in tissue where the increase of [K+] o is itself relatively small.
Decline of [K+]o after release
The decline of [K+] . after the end of a period of K+ release is influenced by all the factors that affect K+ build-up during release. In addition it may be hastened significantly by re-uptake of K+ into neurones from which the release occurred, leading sometimes to an undershoot of [K+] o below base line. Decline is first considered here without re-uptake. sole fate of K+ is dispersal by extracellular diffusion into the surrounding tissue (e.c.), the decline at the centre over the first ten seconds is negligible (3 %). With the combined buffering processes (s.b. + upt.) decline is rapid (tj = 3-4 sec). Each mechanism on its own (s.b. or upt.) hastens the decline considerably, with the predominant .effect due to cytoplasmic uptake (upt.). It is perhaps remarkable that the spatial buffer mechanism, a passive dispersal process, can be responsible on its own for an initial drop in concentration that is orders of magnitude faster than with unrestricted aqueous diffusion (aq.) . This is because initially a diffusion flux occurs only at the boundary of the release zone, while fluxes due to the electrically mediated spatial buffer action occur everywhere within a few space constants of the boundary.
The relative contributions to the decline of [K+] . made by cytoplasmic uptake and by spatial buffer action depend on the duration ofthe release period. This is illustrated in Fig. 9B Fig. 9A (upt. and s.b. + upt.) and illustrated further in Fig. 10A equilibration is a/6 times as great, or 4-4 sec in these calculations. Indirect arguments suggest that this is the correct order of magnitude (Gardner-Medwin, 1980) . Direct equilibration between extracellular space and cytoplasm is the dominant factor in K+ dynamics immediately after widespread and brief K+ release (Fig. 9A) A. R. GARDNER-MEDWIN release is due to neuronal activity it must be followed by re-uptake, though the time course ofthis is uncertain (p. 421). For illustration here (Fig. 10) calculations are based on an exponential model of re-uptake with a time constant of 22 sec (0-1T). Re-uptake is assumed to commence even before the end of a period of stimulation. On the assumption that passive K+ efflux occurs at a constant rate by Na/K exchange during Fig. 7 ) are for spatial buffer and cytoplasmic uptake conditions together. Units: mm for a total initial release rate of 1 p-mole sec'1. stimulation and that re-uptake is proportional to Na+ gain within the active cells, both the net efflux during stimulation and the net influx afterwards are exponentially declining functions (Fig. 10 F) . With these assumptions the time course of Ac is shown in Fig. IOD for the centre of a 0-8 mm diameter zone with uniform activity and in Fig. IOE for a site 100 ,sm from the centre of a 0-08 mm diameter source. The calculations assume both uptake and spatial buffering processes with the usual parameters. For comparison, Ac is shown in Fig. 10A and B without re-uptake under the same conditions. The time course of Ac after the end of stimulation exhibits an undershoot when there is re-uptake, as observed experimentally in many situations and generally attributed to re-uptake (Somjen, 1979 Heinemann & Lux, 1975; Kriz, Sykova & Vyklicky, 1975 DA-" = 0-9 x 10-9 m' sec1-). Units are in mm for Qmaxc = 1 "mole 1. The principal conclusions are that K+ transfer through cells and K+ equilibration with the cytoplasm of cells other than active neurones are critical factors in many experimental situations, both in the accompanying papers and in other work. These processes act to buffer changes of [K+] 0 under a variety of circumstances likely to be of normal physiological importance. The ion movements involved in these mechanisms may be largely or entirely passive. These factors have probably been underestimated in recent work on K+ dynamics (see Somjen, 1979 for review).
Re-uptake of K+ into active neuroses
The rapid build-up of [K+] O to a plateau during stimulation ofcentral nervous tissue and its decline afterwards with a time course of only a few seconds has been cited as evidence in favour of rapid re-uptake of K+ by central neurones (Vern et al. 1977;  Cordingley & Somjen, 1978) . It is shown here (pp. 415-419) that such results may be due to the buffering processes discussed below rather than to re-uptake. Indeed the relatively small size of undershoots of [K+] O normally observed experimentally after the end of stimulation suggests a re-uptake time constant substantially greater than 20 sec (p. 419). This would be more in line with the time course of metabolic changes in intact brain after neuronal activity (Lewis & Schuette, 1975; Lothman, LaManna, Cordingley, Rosenthal & Somjen, 1975 GARDNER-MEDWIN & Nicholson (1983) were designed to measure K+ transfer characteristics rather than cytoplasmic uptake. Nevertheless, while the amplitude of measured fluxes, concentration changes and voltage changes depend on the transfer parameters, the time course of their development depends also, according to the calculations based on the tissue model (Figs. 2-4) , on the effective K+ distribution space 6 defined on p. 395. A value 6 = 1 was found to give good agreement with the data, as illustrated in the experimental papers. Without uptake (6 = a = 0-2: p. 395) the fluxes produced by current and the voltage changes produced by superfusion (Figs. 4 and 6 in Gardner-Medwin, 1983) should be expected to have developed 5 times faster than observed and the [K+] . changes due to current flow, which at most depths did not reach a steady state (Fig. 5 in Gardner-Medwin & Nicholson, 1983) , should have been up to 5 times larger than observed. It is concluded that either 6 is close to 1-0 under the condition of these experiments or else the model that forms the basis for interpretation must be seriously in error. Some inadequacy in relation to uptake must indeed be anticipated since the model assumes a strictly linear relation between tissue K+ content and [K+]O (i.e. 6 independent of Ac). This relation is supported for increases of [K+] . by the data of Lund-Andersen & Hertz (1970) , but with decreases of [K+] it must break down eventually because of diminished Na-K pumping. An extreme fall in [K+] . from 3 mm to zero would presumably stop pumping and cause cell swelling and extreme sodium loading and a depletion of nearly all tissue potassium, amounting to 70-100 m-mole/kg (6 = 23-33) before a steady state was achieved. These non-linear consequences of [K+] . falls may explain the discrepancies between observed and expected data with such falls (Gardner-Medwin, 1983: Figs. 3 and 6) . They are sufficiently uncertain that no attempt has been made to model them.
Since cytoplasmic equilibration lags somewhat behind changes of [K+] O, the time course of equilibration is sometimes important. The time constant of the lag (agz1 Teq: p. 417 ) is probably only a few seconds, for at least a substantial fraction of the uptake (Gardner-Medwin, 1980) . This lag would have a negligible effect on the prolonged time course of data obtained in the transfer experiments. The lag is not easily measured directly since sufficiently fast [K+] changes cannot be induced in completely controlled circumstances. A lag of 1-2 see (corresponding to Teq = 5-10 see) could satisfactorily account for published data on the time course of [K+] . decline after stimulation (p. 417) and K+ build-up close to a point source (Fig. 6 ). This would be consistent with other indirect data (Gardner-Medwin, 1980) . Slower equilibration (a641Teq = 4-4 see; Teq = 22 see) is assumed in most of the calculations here, to give cautious estimates of the buffering effects of cytoplasmic uptake (pp. 414-421).
Dispersal by diffusion and spatial buffer transfer Spatial buffer transfer exceeds extracellular diffusion flux of K+ in widespread disturbances of [K+] . (pp. 410,414,419) . With local disturbances, diffusion is dominant.
The factor by which total dispersal flux is greater than diffusion flux (I+ 1 in the limit of low spatial frequencies) is determined by the relative resistances and K+ transport numbers for current pathways through the transfer cells and the extracellular space. This factor was estimated by Gardner-Medwin (1983) , using measure- Nicholson, 1983 and Fig. 2C ) and is ca. 0-2 mm for rat cerebellar cortex. This is consistent with the inference made by Somjen & Trachtenberg (1979) that the space constant for the glial cell network must be substantially shorter than ca. 1 mm to account for the similarity of distribution of extracellular negativity and [K+] . changes over such distances.
The identity of the cells involved in K+ transfer is uncertain, though glial cells probably play a major role (Gardner-Medwin & Nicholson, 1983) . We can estimate the resistance of the cytoplasmic network (ri) and the specific membrane resistance (Rm) that would be required to give the observed transfer parameters. The expression for , (p. 399) allows us to infer that ri/r0 -15. Assuming that the tortuosity of the network is the same as that of extracellular space it follows that the product (volume x conductivity) is 15 times less for pathways through the transfer cell cytoplasm and intercellular junctions than for extracellular space. We cannot infer to what extent this is due to a restricted volume fraction (ai) or to a low internal conductivity such as might result if there are high resistance intercellular junctions (p. 397). If we assume a negligible coupling resistance and that the specific conductance of the cytoplasm is not greater than that of extracellular fluid, we can derive a minimum plausible value for the volume fraction of the transfer cells: czi = a/15 -0-013.
The expression for A given on p. 399 can be rearranged to calculate Rm:
A 2 1\ Rm =-ar0I--1I.
Putting r0 = 625 ni cm (Gardner-Medwin, 1980) and assuming a surface to volume ratio for the transfer cells (a/ai) of 5 sm-1, equal to the average for cerebral cortex as a whole (Horstmann & Meves, 1959) , we obtain Rm = 0-21 ax MQ cm2. Using the lower limit for aci derived above (0-013) we obtain Rm > 2-7 kQ cm2. Trachtenberg & Pollen (1970) and Glotzner (1973) have measured the input time constant of mammalian glial cell networks with current injection through an intraglial microelectrode and have attempted to infer Rm for glial membranes by assuming that the input time constant is approximately equal to the membrane time constant (Tm). This gives Rm = 0-2-0{6 ki cm2, less than the range deduced above for the transfer cells. These figures must again be considered lower bound estimates, however, since the input time constant of a three-dimensional network is in general less than Tm by a factor that may be large if the macroscopic network space constant is much greater 423 A. R. GARDNER-MEDWIN than the dimensions of an electrode or of individual network branches (Jack et al. 1975; chap. 5) . A quantitative study of glial morphology would be required to ascertain whether the electrical input parameters of glial cells are consistent with the properties deduced for the transfer cells. If the internal network resistance is largely determined by intercellular junctions the transfer cells must be presumed to occupy more than 0-013 of the tissue and Rm might be much higher than the minimum figure calculated above: for example Rm = 41 kQ cm2 with ai = 0-2.
The ratio of intracellular to extracellular potential shifts during widespread K+ build-up is dependent largely on the ratio ofintracellular and extracellular resistances, as pointed out by R. Joyner & G. Somjen (Appendix to Somjen (1973) ). From eqns. (1), (3) and (4) in the present model AVi/AVO is equal to (-ri/r.), inferred above to be -15 for rat cortex. Somjen (1975: Fig. 6 ) estimated this quotient for cat cortex as -5, using extracellular data and indirect assumptions about the glial membrane potential changes. In the light of more recent evidence that mammalian glial cells probably show a full Nernst slope for the K+ dependence of Vm (Somjen, 1979 ) the estimate by this method needs to be revised to -9. This is still less than the value (-15) expected from the K+ transfer data in rat cortex. The discrepancy may be due either to a difference between species or to factors not included in the present model. found an even smaller value of A Vi/AVO in cat spinal cord (ca. -2). This may indicate that the maximum ratio of spatial buffer transfer of K+ to diffusion flux (fi) is substantially greater in spinal cord than in brain.
The fate of K+ released for long periods over a widespread zone is, according to the calculations, eventually dominated by spatial buffer transfer (Fig. 7) . Somjen & Trachtenberg (1979) have estimated the extracellular and glial currents associated with spatial buffer transfer in cat spinal cord, with K+ release over a zone ca. 1 mm across. The original calculation omitted a factor of 103 and suggested a negligible K+ transfer; but after correction (Somjen, 1981) calculations for typical data show an excess extracellular K+ load of 6-0-7-5 x 10-10 mole per mm3 of tissue to be associated with current-mediated K+ transfer of the order of 10-1o mole sec-mm-2 across the boundary of the affected zone. The published data are from single electrode tracks; but assuming the affected zone to be roughly spherical with a diameter of 1 mm (cf.
Cordingley & Somjen, 1978: Fig. 4 
